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ECA Activities since last report to Council

• No formal contact with other ECA representatives
• No formal actions taken by ECA
• No requests for action received from any supporting SO/AC
• There appear to be things the ECA *should* be doing but which it is not yet doing
ccNSO Guideline for ECA

• In development by Guidelines Review WG

• No fewer than 16 distinct documents must be consulted:
  • Articles 3, 6, 7, 10, 16, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26 of the ICANN Bylaws
  • Articles B, C, and D of the ICANN Bylaws
  • Three separate ccNSO Guidelines
ccNSO Guideline for ECA

• Approach:

  • Lots of reading...
  
  • Developing “road map” document which will (hopefully) capture all the interactions / requirements / timelines for exercising the various community powers

  • This will become the starting point for the actual creation of the Guideline

  • Goal is to have something for Council to consider in CPH
Some concerns...

• There are relatively tight timelines associated with the exercising of the various community powers...

• ccNSO decision making moves at a slow pace...

• It’s likely that we will have to re-visit our decision making process (at least insofar as decisions involving community powers are involved) in order to adhere to the timelines mandated in the bylaws

• ECA needs to self-organize soonest and tend to some administrative matters